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‘apple-lovers should not miss the perfect guide to our most english fruit. Apples is
as clear as water and much needed’. Mary Keen in The Spectator.
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Robin Lane Fox wrote in his Financial Times review of the first edition:
‘until recently, the difficulty (to urge any keen gardener to plant a few apple trees) has
been to recommend a book which was really well founded in practical experience and
critically aware of the older, negelected varieties of apple which the bureaucrats have
tried to drive out of our lives. We now have the answer in a beautiful book by Michael
Clark...it is superbly illustrated and tells us exactly what we need to know about each
good variety and about apple cultivation in general...i am particularly pleased that
Michael continues to commend the improvements made by relatively recent breeders
and reminds ignorant historians that the apple’s history is far from finished.’
Apples are second only to roses as the most enquired about plants at the Royal
Horticultural Society. With the help of this completely revised new edition of the field guide
anyone wanting to name an apple should be able to work out its identity and origins or find
out where to go for help. You need no special knowledge, although at least three examples
of the fruit from each tree that needs identification are helpful, and leaves preserved from
the last two weeks of July can play a part in the process of elimination. The book also
celebrates the beauty and diversity of this remarkable fruit and will direct the reader to
sources for buying old varieties, learning more about planting trees or the creation of whole
orchards and the care needed to make them productive.
For over forty years Michael Clark has been the volunteer warden at what Common Ground
described as ‘the first Nature Reserve Orchard.’ With his wife Anna and many other
volunteers, the 82 year old fruit trees and adjoining woodland have been maintained for both
wildlife and the preservation of one of the last village orchards in the county. The reserve,
just to the north of London, has a hide to watch wild mammals at dusk, and is managed by
the Hertfordshire & Middlesex Wildlife Trust. The Trust has supported the planting of all the
varieties in this book at the site. There is also a heritage collection of regional apple types,
representative of the East of England, established next to the
pear collection.
The work of maintaining the orchard depends almost entirely
Sunset
on unpaid volunteers who, under the direction of the Wildlife
Trust Reserves Officer, Paul Thrush, keep the trees protected
from rabbits and competition from the ground flora whilst also
ensuring ample wilderness and food for the wildlife throughout
the seasons. It is known that a single pair of Great Tits will
feed over 10,000 insects to their young during the nesting
season, and this natural control of species that may
otherwise damage the fruit crops, is relied on in place of
chemicals, none of which are used on the reserve. The
author acknowledges the Hopkyns’ family and how Molly
Hopkyns gifted her community orchard at Tewin to future
generations and wildlife through her will.
Michael Clark’s other books include several on local
history and the countryside, including Badgers (1988),
which is now in its third edition. His illustrations have also
been published in over thirty titles.
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